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We describe a technique for the determination of the carrier lifetime (r) and the carrier mobilities

(p,p„) in semiconductors, namely, the moving-photocarrier-grating method. This technique utilizes
a moving intensity grating that is generated by the superposition of frequency shifted laser beams for
the illumination of the sample. This results in a spatial and temporal modulation of the generation
rate of photoelectrons and holes and, as a consequence, in a modulation of the photocarrier densities.
The amplitudes and phases of the resulting carrier densities, space charges, and electric fields are
calculated by solving the continuity and Poisson equations in the small signal approach. Their
dependence on grating velocity and grating period are analyzed in the lifetime and the relaxation-
time regimes. It is shown that a dc short circuit current j„results from the action of space charge
induced fields on the photogenerated electrons and holes that can be measured in an external circuit.
The validity of this analysis is demonstrated by comparing the expression for j„with data obtained
for two a-Si:H samples that realize the lifetime and the relaxation-time regimes, respectively. Good
fits are obtained over a wide range of grating periods and grating velocities for material parameters
p, , p„, and 7. that compare favorably with values obtained from other measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mobilities and the common lifetime of electrons
and holes in semiconductors are important parameters
that determine the performance of many devices, such
as solar cells or thin 61m transistors. There is a class
of experiments which rely on the spatial and sometimes
also the temporal evolution of a carrier distribution that
is initially nonuniform. The oldest such method is the
Haynes-Shockley experiment in which a light spot is used
to excite a photocarrier distribution that drifts in an ex-
ternal applied electric 6eld.

Ritter, Zeldov, and Vfeiser have introduced the steady-
state photocarrier-grating (SSPG) technique for the de-
termination of the ambipolar diffusion length (I b) in
semiconductors. ' This technique is now widely used for
amorphous silicon. In the SSPG technique a sample
is illuminated by two coherent laser beams which form
a sinusoidal light intensity pattern with a spatial period
A. The conductivity of the sample is measured perpen-
dicular to the grating and compared to the conductivity
for homogeneous illumination. From the evaluation of
the different conductivities as a function of A the appar-
ent diffusion length L pp is obtained. Ritter et a/. have
shown that space charges have to be taken into account
when the ambipolar diffusion length is to be calculated
&om L pp.

8

A drawback of the SSPG method is the fact that the
arnbipolar diffusion length is the square root of the prod-
uct of lifetime and ambipolar diffusion constant. Hence,
due to the lack of temporal information, SSPG does not
allow a separate measurement of lifetime and ambipolar
mobility. Consequently, SSPG is often combined with
time resolved measurements of the photoconductivity to

determine the carrier lifetime.
The transient grating (TG) technique introduces the

temporal aspect by employing a short laser pulse
for the generation of spatially modulated photocarrier
densities. ' Their spatiotemporal development is moni-
tored by the time resolved measurement of the diffraction
intensity of a second laser beam. The decay of the mod-
ulated carrier densities in this case is a combined effect
of the blurring of the photocarrier grating by diffusion
and the simultaneous decay by recombination. Perform-
ing these measurements as a function of grating period
yields the ambipolar diffusion constant D and the photo-
carrier lifetime ~. However, the concentration of photo-
carriers created by the single laser pulses are usually well
above the densities encountered in normal device opera-
tion and the material parameters derived by this method
might thus not be relevant for this purpose.

Hattori et a/. measured the frequency dependent pho-
toconductivity using a laser interference grating whose
amplitude is temporally modulated. The size of the in-
tensity used by Hattori is of the same order as that usu-
ally used in device operation. Combining this with con-
ventional (i.e. , without illumination by the interference
grating) frequency resolved photoconductivity measure-
ments, Hattori was also able to obtain carrier mobilities
and lifetime.

We have recently extended the SSPG technique by us-
ing a moving interference grating for illumination result-
ing in a moving photocarrier grating (MPG). ~~'~s This
introduces the temporal aspect that is lacking in the
SSPG technique. We have demonstrated that with this
technique the mobilities and the lifetime of electrons and
holes can be determined individually from a measure-
ment of the short circuit current as a function of the
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velocity vg, and the spatial period A of the intensity
grating. The short circuit current is closely related to
space charges and the electric fields accompanying them
and we show in this paper how the space charges evolve
when the intensity grating moves. For that purpose we
calculate the amplitude of the modulated electron and
hole distributions and their phase shift relative to the in-
tensity grating. We show that for the standing grating
the electric fields connected with the space charges are
out of phase by n/2 with the photocarrier densities. Due
to this fact no net current is measured in this case. For a
moving grating, however, there is a phase shift between
electron and hole distributions resulting in a component
of the electric field which is in phase with the modulated
photocarrier densities. This configuration gives thus a
current without an external field. The very existence of
the experimentally observed short circuit current requires
diferent electron and hole mobilities and the absolute
value and its sign makes the separate evaluations of p„
and p,„possible.

Our experiment has some relation to the experiment of
Trofimov and Stepanov who use an interference grating
of sub-band-gap light that vibrates with a small ampli-
tude, resulting in an ac current that is measured time
resolved. The MPG experiment is diferent from their
experiment firstly because we use a continuously moving
laser interference grating and secondly because Tro6mov
and Stepanov use the laser light for the excitation of elec-
trons from deep defects rather than for the creation of
free electrons and holes.

The MPG experiment discussed in this paper does not
require the high photocarrier densities of the TG experi-
ment. The temporal aspect is realized by the translation
of the intensity grating without changing its modulation
amplitude. Photocarrier mobilities and lifetime can thus
be extracted from the measured dc short circuit current
without the need to combine this measurement with time
or frequency resolved measurements of the photoconduc-
tlvlty.

In previous papers on the MPG technique we have
demonstrated its applicability for the determination of
the material parameters without detailed discussion of
the underlying theory. ' This paper is in order to
present this theory and to give a comparitative analysis
of measurements on highly and weakly photocon-
ducting samples.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the ex-
perimental setup and the samples used for this study are
described. The theory for the evaluation of the experi-
mental data is given in Sec. III. The results of that sec-
tion are analyzed separately for the lifetime regime and
for the relaxation-time regime in Sec. IV, and in Sec. V
we apply our method to the determination of the mate-
rial paraxneters of two specimen of amorphous silicon in
the two diferent regimes.

II. EXPEB.IMENTAL DETAILS

BS
Laser

ND fp+Af2

AO

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the moving photo-
carrier-grating (MPG) technique. The HeNe laser beam
(Ru = 1.96 eV) is split into two parts by means of a beam
splitter (BS). These are frequency shifted by the use of
acousto-optic modulators in order to impress a frequency dif-
ference on the two laser beams that interfere at the sample
surface. This results in a intensity grating that moves with a
velocity vz, along the surface.

I(x t) = Ip + AI(x, t) = Ip + I cos [k (x —vs, t)] . (1)

Here, k is the spatial frequency (k = 2vr/A). The homo-
geneous part Io and the amplitude of the modulated partI of the intensity are related to the intensities Ii and
I2 of the two interfering laser beams according to

Ip ——Iy + I2, I = 2+IyI2. (2)

The experimental quantity that we measure in this ex-
periment is the dc short circuit current that is induced
in the sample as a result of the moving intensity grating.
The short circuit current is typically in the 10 A range
and we use an electrometer to measure this current.

(AOM's) it is similar to the arrangement used for the
SSPG technique: A laser beam (wavelength A) is split
into two parts which interfere at the surface of the sample
under an angle b. Thus, an intensity grating with spatial
period A = A/[2 sin(h/2)] is created. The modulation of
this grating can be made small using a neutral density
filter to attenuate one beam. Deviating from the SSPG
experiment we use two AOM's that shift the frequencies
of the laser beams by b, fz and A f2, respectively. The
resulting frequency difference Af = Afz —Af2 causes
the intensity grating to move with a velocity vs, ——AA f
along the sample surface. The intensity at the sample
surface (the, x coordinate) is given by

A. Setup for the MPC method

The experimental setup used for the MPG method is
shown in Fig. 1. Except for the acousto-optic modulators

B. Se.rnples

We investigated two samples in order to study two dif-
ferent regimes. In the lifetime regime the recombination
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lifetime of photogenerated carriers v is longer than the
dielectric relaxation time vg; ~ that is determined by the
conductivity 0 and the dielectric constant e of the sample
(7g' i = tep/o). The relaxation-time regime exists if on
the other hand w~;, ~ )) ~. The lifetimes of the samples
were determined as explained in Sec. V.

Undoped amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H)
measured at room temperature served as a sample for
the lifetime regime; at a light intensity of 10 mW/cm
this sample had ~/wg;, ~

= 10. For the relaxation-time
regime study we used an n-type sample and measured at
120 K. At 80 mW/cm this sample had r/~g;, i = 0.025.

The samples were prepared with plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition under conditions that yield de-
vice quality films. Before the measurements, the samples
were light soaked (20 h with 150 mW/cm heat filtered
light) in order to avoid any changes of the sample prop-
erties during the measurements. i

III. THEORY

We treat the problem of the MPG in a manner sim-
ilar to previous papers dealing with SSPG.4'8' ' The
spatial modulation of the photogenerated electron and
hole distributions is considered by taking into account
the inhomogeneous generation rate as well as the diÃu-
sion, drift, and recombination of the carriers following
their generation. In order to describe the case of the
moving photocarrier grating we have to replace the spa-
tially modulated but temporarily steady generation rate
of the SSPG by a time dependent generation rate:

G(z t) = Gp + AG(z t) = Gp + g cos [k (x vs t)] . (3)

BN(x, t) 1 Bj„(x,t)
Bt e Bx

OP(z, t) 1 Bjp(z, t)
Bt e Bx (5)

where B(z, t) is the recombination rate. The current den-
sities j (x, t) and j„(x,t) are the sum of the respective
drift and difFusion currents:

j„(x,t) = ep„(z, t)N(z, t)E(z, t) +eD„', (6)
ON(x, t)

Here, the amplitude of the modulation of the generation
rate g relates to the quantity I in Eq. (1), whereas Gp
relates to the homogeneous part of the intensity Io. We
are going to calculate in the one-dimensional approxi-
mation the space and time dependent electron and hole
densities, N(z, t) and P(x, t), respectively. The continu-
ity equations for these quantities are

carrier densities. In noncrystalline semiconductors, the
class of materials used for the measurements here, any
photogenerated carrier might in general experience mul-
tiple trapping before its recombination. Thus, N(x, t)
and P(x, t) include free and trapped photocarriers in the
case of noncrystalline semiconductors which have a high
density of localized states extending from the band edges
into the gap. Moreover, the mobilities p and p„are not
the free carrier mobilities, but rather average quantities
taking into account the multiple trapping process. In
such instances, the mobilities might depend on the car-
rier densities which is the reason for their space and time
dependence in Eqs. (6) and (7). Under these conditions
the small signal mobilities p' and p„' differ from the drift
mobilities according to

I dP71 happp = p~+N ) p = pp+P (8)

The efFective difFusion constants D and Dp are related
via Einstein's equation to the small signal mobilities p'
and p' rather than to p~ and pp:

( kgT, kggTD„=p'„
e ' p e

)Dp=p
Combining Eqs. (4)—(9) we obtain

BN(z, t)
Bt

ON(x, t) OE(z, t)

+p'„' + G(x, t) —R(z, t),, k~T O2N(x, t)
e Bx

(10)

BP(x,t), OP(z, t) BE(x, t)

+p,„',' + G(x, t) —R(z, t). (11), k~T O'P(x, t)
e Bx

OAN OAN BE k~T B AN= p„E +p„N +p„
+KG —EA, (12)

For simplicity we set p„= p„' and pp ——p„' in the fol-

lowing as was done in papers dealing with SSPG ' '

on amorphous semiconductors. This approximation is
equivalent to the assumption that the mobilities do not
depend on the generation rate [see Eq. (8)]. For crys-
talline semiconductors p „=p' „ is usually fulfilled.

Reformulating Eqs. (10) and (ll) for the variations of
the relevant physical quantities from their homogeneous
values (AX = N —Np, AP = P —Pp, AR = B —Bp,
and AG = G —Gp), we get

j„(z,t) = ep„(z, t) P(z, t)E(z, t) —eD„', (7)
BP(x, t)

Bx

BAP BLP= —ppE

+2 G —LB.

BE k~T 82LP
PpP B +Pp

where E(x, t) is the electric field. For crystalline semi-
conductors N(x, t) and P(z, t) are the respective free

Here, we used I4 ——Gp and Np = Pp (global charge
neutrality), which is true if the dark carrier densities
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are small compared to the photocarrier densities, i.e. , if
0 d k cTph LB can be approximated by a„=g~ k D„+ (p,„+») ~)

AR = —(AN+ AP).
1

27 (14) a„=g~ k D„+ (p„+»)
~

EEo'j
Note that for noncrystalline semiconductors 7 is the total
photocarrier recombination lifetime, not the free carrier
lifetime. Since electrons recombine with holes, by defini-
tion the recombination lifetime of electrons equals that of
holes. This also implies No ——Po ——Go& (see abave). The
electric field is the sum of the constant, externally applied
field Eo plus the space charge field (E = Eo + E„).It is
related to the carrier densities via Poisson's equation:

(AP —AN).
Bx Ox

The coupled diB'erentiai equations (12), (13), and (15) are
difIicult to solve, but for weak modulation it is expected
that the relevant physical parameters vary sinusoidally as
does G(x, t). In general, however, they will have variable
phase shifts with respect to the phase of the moving gen-
eration rate. This is taken into account by introducing
complex amplitudes, denoted here by lower case letters
(n, p, and e„):

AN(x, t) =
2 (n(k, vs, ) exp [

—ik(x —vs, t)] + c.c.), (16)

AP(x, t) = -'(p(k, vs, ) exp [—ik(x —vs, t)] + c.c.), (17)

E„(x,t) = -'(e.,(k, vs, ) exp [
—ik(x —vs, t)]+ c.c.), (18)

where c.c. is the complex conjugate of the respective pre-
ceding term. The complex amplitudes n(k, vs, ), p(k, vs, ),
and e„(k,vs, ) can also be written in terms of their am-
plitudes and phases according to n(k, vs, ) = ~n~ exp(ip„),
p(k, v, ) = ~p~exp(ip„), and e,.(k, v, ) = ~e,.~exp(i(p, ).
The difFerential equations reduce to a set of coupled linear
equations for the complex amplitudes where any prod-
uct between two complex amplitudes is neglected for the
weak modulation used here:

ay = gkvgr

1 eNp k2
(v +») + —(D +D )7 CE'p 27

+k (D„p„+D„») + k D„D„—k v, ,
Gap

, = k „i
k'(D„+D„)+ (p +»)+ —~. (22)

( ~ eNO 11
EEp T)

In order to obtain the short circuit current j„the drift
currents of the modulated carrier densities have to be
averaged over one spatial period A:

1
jsc

A
[ep„N(x, t) + e»P(x, t) E(x, t)dx. (23)

Note, that the diffusion currents do not contribute to
j„because they vanish when averaged over one period.
Inserting Eqs. (16)—(18) into Eq. (15) we obtain e„as
the solution of Poisson's equation written in its complex
form:

i ee„=— (p —n)
k ccp

The integration of j„performed with the complex am-
plitudes gives

j„(k,vs, ) = i e'(~-+») (n*p —np*)
4kcEp

/n/ [p/ sin((p„—(p~), (25)

where ~ denotes the complex conjugate. The result forj„finally is

e 2k@Tikv , s=n—ikp, „Eon + p,„Np (p —n) —p„k n
ECp e

1
+g — (n+ p),—

27 e,k~T
ikvs, p = +i k»Eop —»Pp (p —n) —»k p

CEp e
1

+g ——(n+ p).

where

a~ + gay a& + 'Eaj
A

y Pa2+ za3 a2 + ta3

In the following we discuss the case of zero applied ex-
ternal field (Eo ——0). The solutions of Eqs. (19) and (20)
are given by (note that Np = Po is used)

C1Vgrj„(k,vs, ) =
C2 + CgV + C4V

where the constants cj —c4 are given by

Cy

C4 ——k 74 2

with the following short-hand notations:

2

(~-+»)(~~)'k'(D- —D.)

(1+&')

)
2 ( 2 {b+1) +2a(b2+1) 2c3 —k 1+a + )2

2b

(b + 1)' (b' + 1) ,l
4t2

(26)

(27)
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&diel

Woe(y, „+pp)7.

CEp

2D D„
D-+D, '

Pn

pp

L = QrDk (28)

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Modulated carrier densities

Before we analyze the result of Eq. (21), we emphasize
that for the MPG the amplitudes of the modulated elec-
tron and hole densities ~n~ and ~p( differ in general, as do
their phases p and pz relative to that of the intensity
grating. Let us first consider two ideal cases which are
generally not realized; in case A we assume p„=p„but
~n~ f ~p), i.e. , electron and hole densities are in phase
having difFerent amplitudes. For case 8 the amplitudes
are assumed to be equal ()n~=~p~) but the electron den-
sity is phase shifted by a small amount with respect to
the hole density (p g y„). These two cases are sketched
in Fig. 2, where the carrier densities N and P, the space
charge density p, the electric field E„,and the drift cur-
rent density jg, are plotted as a function of the spatial
coordinate x. Let us first discuss case A. If electron and
hole densities are in phase [see Fig. 2(a)] the resulting
space charge density (b) is also in phase with the carrier
densities. The electric field that relates to p via Poisson's

CASK A

v - = v p, lnl W l~l

CASE I
v-Wv„

a)
electron and hole

densities

N, P Ay„p

+Q +
b) space charge

I

E„ I90

,) electric field

I

J I J

p ~ ~ p electm + hole 3 ~—

drift current

FIG. 2. Sketches of the spatially modulated densities of
photogenerated electrons and holes (a), the space charge den-

sity p = e(P —1V) (h), the electric field resulting from the
space charge (c), and the sum of the electron plus hole drift
current density (d) as a function of the spatial coordinate x
along the grating. Two situations are depicted: case A corre-
sponds to di6'erent amplitudes of electron and hole densities
and equal phases, whereas case B is the situation when the
phases are diAerent but the amplitudes are equal. Note that
the dc current density is zero for case A and nonzero for case
B.

equation (c), however, is out of phase by 90 . The spa-
tially resolved drift current (jd, = jd, + jq, „) obtained
by multiplying E„with the respective carrier densities
and their mobilities is plotted in Fig. 2(d). For case A,
jg, varies symmetrically around zero, i.e. , its dc compo-
nent vanishes. This is due to the 90 phase shift between
E„and the carrier densities.

The situation is different when a phase shift between
electron and hole densities exists (case B). In this case
the space charge density is shifted by —90 with respect
to the average of electron and hole distributions. As a
result, E„ turns out to be in phase with N(x, t) and
P(x, t) (note that b, &p „=p —&p„ is assumed to be
small). Hence, the drift current density (d) is no longer
modulated around zero but contains a finite dc compo-
nent jd which can be measured as a short circuit current
in an external circuit.

In conclusion, difFerences in the amplitudes ~n( and ~p)
as well as differences in the phases y and p„give rise to
internal electric fields; but only the latter give rise to a
short circuit current. Therefore we are going to analyze
the modulated carrier densities that build up due to the
moving intensity grating by discussing ~n~ and ~p~ as well
as p„and y„. We will do this separately for the lifetime
regime and for the relaxationtime regime in the following
subsections.

1. Lifetime regime

The undoped sample used for our measurements had
mobilities p = 0.077 cm /Vs and p„= 0.005 cm /Vs
and the recombination lifetime was v=2. 1x10 s. These
parameters were obtained from fitting short circuit cur-
rents to the theoretical expression derived in Sec. III
(see Sec. V below). We use these values and A=3 pm,
Go —1.8x10 cm s i, and g/Go ——0.5 to calculate ~n~,

~p~, p„, and pz. The ratio of lifetime and relaxation time
a = r/rg, ,t equals 10 so that the condition for the lifetime
regime is fulfilled.

The amplitudes ~n~ and ~p~ are plotted in Fig. 3. Both

1.0

0.5

0
0

Vgr (I11/S)

FIG. 3. Amplitudes of the electron and hole densities ~n~

and ~p~ as derived from Eq. (21) as a function of vs, for the life-
time regime. The material parameters of the undoped sample
of a-Si:H were used.
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between a situation where the electric field is shifted by
7r/2 for vs, ——0 to a situation where the electric field is
in phase with the carrier densities occurs. According to
the discussion of Fig. 2 this corresponds to the transition
from case A (~n~ g ~p]) to case B (p g p„).

2. Relaxation-time t'egime

In this section we are going to discuss the case of
the n-doped sample that was measured at 120 K. The
basis of the following discussion are the parameters
p„= 2.6 x 10 s cm2/Vs, p„/p„=100, and &=5x10 ss.
These parameters are again those obtained in Sec. U.
At a light intensity of 80 mW/cm (corresponding to
Go ——2x10 cm s ), the ratio of lifetime and dielec-
tric relaxation time is a=0.025 in this case, so that the
relaxation-time regime is realized. Moreover, the exper-
imental parameters A=0.4 pm and g/Go ——0.57 were
used. The amplitudes ~n~ and [p~ are shown in Fig. 7
as a function of vz, . For the following discussion we di-
vide the velocity range into three regimes: In regime I
the intensity grating changes on a time scale long com-
pared to v.~;,i, i.e. , vs, ( (kw~;,i), whereas in regime II
it changes on a time scale shorter than wg;, j but still long
compared to the lifetime r [(kid;,~) ( vs, & (kr) ]. In
regime III we have vs, ) (k~) i. The inset of Fig. 7 de-
picts regime I and its transition to II on expanded scale.
Except for the different scale used for the velocity axis,
the overall dependence of the amplitudes shown in Fig.
7 is similar to the case of the lifetime regime (see Fig.
3). That is, ~n] and ]p~ decrease with increasing veloc-
ity due to the blurring effect when the intensity grating
moves. The relevant scale on which this happens is again
defined by vs, =(k7) (see the arrow). However, in con-

trast to the lifetime regime (Fig. 3) ~n] and ~p~ are equal
for sufliciently high velocities (regimes II and III). This
is no longer the case for small velocities, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 7. The amplitudes deviate in opposite di-
rections &om a curve that was extrapolated from higher
vs, (dashed line in Fig. 7). For vs, ——0 the extrapolation
equals g7, i.e., the modulation amplitude of the genera-
tion rate multiplied with the lifetime. For a nonmoving
grating the average density [(~n]+ ~p~)/2] is determined by
the equilibrium between generation and recombination
rates. This is so because in the relaxation-time regime
the drift and diffusion rates of Eqs. (4) and (5) are sinall
compared to B and G. Due to the faster diffusion of the
electrons compared to the holes, ~n~ is reduced from gr
while ~p~ increases by as much to keep the recombination
rate unchanged [note that AB = (b,N + AP)/27 f'rom

Eq. (14)]. The difFerence between ~n[ and ~p~ is largest
for a nonmoving intensity grating (vs, ——0), as is the
space charge. If, however, the intensity grating moves
on a time scale of the order of the dielectric relaxation
time the difFusion-drift equilibrium can no longer be fully
established. As a consequence, the difFerence between
~n] and ~p~ is reduced with increasing velocity, i.e. , when
regime II is reached, as can be seen in the inset of Pig. 7.

It is instructive to compare the velocity dependence
of the photocarrier amplitudes with their time depen-
dence after a modulated part of the the generation rate
is switched on at a certain time. We have analytically
solved the corresponding rate equations in order to obtain
]n~ and ~p~ as a function of time. For the same parame-
ters as those used in Fig. 7, in particular v/wq;, ~=0.025,
the result is shown in Fig. 8. Initially, the buildup of the
photocarrier amplitudes occurs exponentially towards a
saturation value of gv. with a time constant close to w.

This is due to the generation and recombination terms
in the rate equations. As long as the time is short com-
pared to v'g;, i, ~n~ and ~p~ differ little. For increasing time,
however, electron and hole amplitudes depart from gv in
opposite directions, due to their difFerent diffusion con-
stants. The time scale on which this happens is defined
by rg; ~, because the evolution of space charges occurs on

"e

.~ 1.0—N

lnl gw

o0.5-

0
0 25

Qm
I

50
vg, (mm/s)

I

75 100

T

0 7diel

time
2 7djel

FIG. 7. Amplitude of the electron and hole densities ~n~

and ~p~ as derived from Eq. (21) as a function of vs, for
the relaxation-time regime. The material parameters of the
n-doped sample of a-Si:H at 120 K were used. The inset
gives an expanded plot for small velocities. Note the di8'erent
regimes I—III. For details see text.

FIG. 8. Buildup of photocarrier grating amplitudes ~n~ aud

~p~ in the relaxation-time regime after a modulated component
of the generation rate has been switched on at t=O ~n~ and

~p~ approach g7. exponentially with a time constant equal to
the recombination lifetime. Due to diffusion ~n~ and ~p~ start
to deviate from each other with a time constant equal to vd;, I.
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this time scale. Note the complementary roles of grating
velocity in Fig. 7 and time in Fig. 8. Immediately after
the grating is switched on ~n~ and ~p~ are small, a situa-
tion that corresponds to the blurring of the photocarrier
grating when vs, )) (kr) (regime III in Fig. 7). On the
other hand, the buildup of space charges that goes along
with ~n)g(p~ requires long times (Fig. 8) or small grating
velocities ns, & (keg;, I) (regime I in Fig. 7).

The phases of the electron and hole distributions with
respect to the intensity grating, y an pp, p

~ ~

d are lot ted in
Fig 9 as a function of vg, . Again, as for the amplitudes,

~ ~ ~the overall behavior is similar to the lifetime regime, i.e.,
f = 0 and p are zero and approach —vr/2 foror vg1. =, (p~ p

b kr In con-large velocities on a scale determined by (kw) . n con-
trast to the case of the lifetime regime the phase difI'er-
ence Ap„„ is negligibly small for vs, ) (kw) (compare
F' 7) For small velocities (see the inset of Fig. 9) ylg. ) . Or

dand yp difI'er significantly. Although the general tren
is that both electron and hole distributions lack behind
the intensity grating, this is not true for the electrons for
small velocities vs, & (km';, i); in this range p„) 0,
i.e., the electrons move ahead of the intensity grating.

In order to explain this fact, let us consider what hap-
pens if the intensity is grating is not moving continuously
but if its phase is changed from zero to a small finite value
at t=0, i.e. , if the grating is displaced by a small positive
distance Lx«A. It is obvious that the corresponding
photocarrier distributions are in phase with the intensity
gra ing or at' f t & 0 and for t —+ oo and we consider t e
dependence of the phases p and pp for an intermediate
time.

The phase shifted generation rate (for t ) 0) can be
decomposed into cos and sin components:

g cos(kx + kAx) —g cos(kx) + gkAx sin(kx). (29)

This approximation is valid for Ax « A. The discontin-

grkAx

lnl(-, .=o)

grkAx grkLx) (p
lpl(-„=o)

Because the term in the center of this inequality (kAx is
the phase shift of the intensity grating it is clear that the
electron distribution is ahead of the new intensity grating
for 7 « t ( rg; &. This is just the behavior found in Fig.—1

From the electron and hole amplitudes and their phases
given in igs. anFi s. 7 and 9 we have again calculated the dif-
««nce»-i = 2(lpl —lnl)/(lpl+ lnl) and &V -p These
quantities are plotted in Fig. 10. As expected from the
discussion above, p«~ has its maximum for vg, ——0 and
decreases with vs, on a scale defined by (kwq, ,i) . The
phase difference 4y „on the other hand is zero for
vgz = an= 0 d has a maximum at around r~;, ~ . he

e bfact that the maximum Ap „is at a velocity defined y
(k&g;,I) is not restricted to the relaxation-time regime
but was also observed in the lifetime regime (see Fig. 5).
This can be verified by the analytical derivation of the
velocity where Ap „has its maximum using Eq. (21).

uous phase shift can thus be understood as an additional
weak phase shifted generation rate switched on at time
t = 0. The corresponding sin component of the photo-
carrier distribution consequently builds up as shown in
Fig. 8, where the ordinate value gr has to be replaced
by grkLx. As seen in this figure, the sin components o
electron and hole distributions are close to grkLx for a
time well above r but still below rd;, i and we calculate
the respective phases for this time. For the cos compo-
nent, which is the steady-state value of the amplitudes

following relation holds:

lnl(-, .=o) & g~ & lpl(.„=.). (30)

For the electron and hole phases which are to first order
the ratios of the respective sin to cos components we get

0.15—

I

25
I I

50 75

vg, (mm/s)
100

+

0.10

I

0.05

c

0
0

FIG. 9. Phases of the electron and hole distributions y
and y~ as derived from Eq. (21) as a function of es, in the
relaxation-time regime. The inset shoves the same expanded
velocity range as that of Fig. 7.

Vgr (IMll/S)

FIG. 10. DifFerences p„~ (left scale) and Ap~„(right scale)
as a function of v@, in the relaxation-time regime.
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1000

800

creases proportional to v, for sufBciently large veloci-
ties. Thus, a maximum in j„is implied at a Gnite v
that depends on the constants c2, c3, and c4. Setting the
derivative of j„(vs,) equal to zero we obtain for v

6 6oo
Vmax = —cs + cs gl + 12c4c2/cs

6C4

~ 400
V

200

Expanding the term gl + 12c4c2/cs into a power series
we obtain for 12c4cz/cs « 1

Cp
Vmax

Cg

G 7

k2(l + o,z)
0

0 2

vg, (mm/s)
According to Eq. (27) these approximations are valid if
l &( 1, i.e. , if A is chosen suKciently large compared to
the ambipolar difFusion length i/Dr.

FIG. 11. Amplitude of the electric field as a function of vg,
in the relaxation-time regime.

Lifetime i egime

We obtain

V(A(p p ——max) g~7diel

(b+ 1)' I' (6+ 1)' /41+ —+
2g a 46 a2

(32)

B. Short circuit current

The densities of photogenerated electrons and holes
that exist due to the illumination by the moving intensity
grating which were discussed in the preceding section are
not directly accessible in our experiment. As mentioned
in Sec. IV A, due to the phase shift between electron and
hole densities a short circuit current results which is the
quantity that we measure. The short circuit current den-
sity, as described by Eq. (26), is the ratio between one
term that is proportional to vg, and another term that
is a sum of a constant plus a term proportional to v,
plus a term proportional to v, . The function therefore
increases linearly with vg, for small values of vg, and de-

If the grating period A is chosen large enough, / be-
comes so small that the square root in Eq. (32) can be
approximated by 1. Under this condition Ap„„peaks
at (km';, l) . By inserting the parameters used for the
analysis here into Eq. (32), we find that the corrections
to (kid;, l) are 10% for the undoped sample (lifetime
regime) and 1% for the doped sample (relaxation-time
regime) [see also the arrows at (kid;, l) in Figs. 5 and
10]. Finally, we show in Fig. 11 the amplitude of the
electric space charge field ~e„~ as a function of vs, for the
doped sample. It amounts to 800 V/cm for the nonmov-
ing grating, i.e. , ~e„~ is five times higher than in the case
of the undoped sample (compare Fig. 6), partly due to
the higher generation rate.

In the lifetime regiine (a )) 1) we can further approx-
imate Eq. (34) and obtain

„=(k~) (35)

Under conditions where these approximations are valid
the carrier recombination lifetime can be determined di-
rectly from the velocity corresponding to the maximum
in the short circuit current. We have used this fact in or-
der to measure the lifetime as a function of light intensity
for a-Si:H (Ref. 15) in good agreement with conventional
measurements of v. by time resolved decay measurements
of the photoconductity.

2. Relaxation-time regime

If the dielectric relaxation time is large compared to w

(a « 1), Eq. (34) becomes

—1
Umax (k7 diel) (36)

and, thus, v „ is determined merely by vp;, ~, i.e. , by
the photoconductivity of the sample. This was already
clear from Eq. (32) because the peak in Ap „ implies a
peak in j„according to Eq. (25). Note that the velocity
dependence of the product ~n~ ~p~ that enters into Eq. (25)
gives only minor corrections to the peak position in the
relaxation-time regime for vs, (keg;, l) (see Fig. 7).

8. Dependence of e „on v/v~;~~

In order to check the validity of the approximations
made for v „ in the two regimes, we display (v „k)
as a function of rd;, l/r = a in a log-log plot for a set
of values of l in Fig. 12. In the lifetime regime (left-hand
side of the figure) (v „k) i approaches r, if' ( 0.1, i.e. ,
Eq. (35) is valid.
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The result is in good agreement with the pv product de-
duced from the photoconductivity measured at the same
light intensity, a fact that gives us confidence in our eval-
uation of the MPG technique.

The advantage of the MPG method is that it hoes
not require complementary data as time or frequency re-
solved conductivity measurements in order to obtain a
complete set of material parameters. We want to empha-
size here that, although temporal information is obtained
from our experiment, the measured quantity is a dc quan-
tity simplifying the setup for the electronic measurement
considerably.
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APPENDIX A: HIGHER ORDER CORRECTIONS
TO THE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT

For the experiments a modulation ratio of the order of
g/Go ——0.5 was used. Since this ratio is not small com-
pared with unity, the application of the small signal ap-
proximation might be questioned. In order to estimate
the corrections from the erst order theory described in
Sec. III we include second harmonic terms, i.e. , those
with spatial period A/2. The inclusion of these terms
into Eqs. (12) and (13) and the calculation of the sec-
ond order correction to the short circuit current density
j„2 along the line of calculations of Sec. III yields the
following expression:
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I fl 3
Cg'Ug1- + Cg'U

(c2 + csv, + c4v, ) (c2 + csv, + c4v, )

(Al)

g4e4k47. 6

c[ = —
~ [y.„+y~)[o„—D~)'([12pp~o D~,„[D„—„D~)]k~

2 (ceo)

+ I -I,ti14~-D. + 4(t.D-+ t.D, ) (D. —D.) '+ 2I .u, (D„' —D„')—
f60 2'T

2~2 3e% e2%2
+ u5, (u- + u, )'[ o&,) '. + (~.'o~ —u,'o-) "'+ [~- —~,) [u- + v, )' ',

)
4e4 4~6. (u. +I.)[o —&.)' ~r--t"(&- —&.)k'+ —(I '. —~.')"')

(A2)

and where the constants c2, cs, and c4 are those de6ned in Eq. (27), whereas c2, cs, and c4 are obtained by substituting
k by 2k and l by 2/ in Eq. (27) for c2, cs, and c4, respectively.

For the undoped sample we have inserted the material parameters as obtained in Sec. V into Eq. (A1) and obtained
the plot of j„2(vs,) shown in Fig. 13 as the lower curve. For clarity j„2was multiplied by —10. It can be seen that
these corrections are negative and only in the percent range. For the doped sample higher order corrections are even
less important.
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